
You wouldn’t take a new car onto a racing circuit and expect it to be 
immediately competitive. So why do organizations take off-the-shelf enterprise 
software and expect it to operate seamlessly within their existing environment?

Content Server  
Tuned to your Business

Would you play your instrument out of pitch within 
an orchestra? Would you listen to a crackly radio 
station distorted by static noise? Or would take your 
family car onto a racing circuit and expect to finish 
in a podium position? The answer is, no... Yet, time 
and again organizations take industry leading off-the-
shelf enterprise software, such as OpenText Content 
Server, and expect it to support their existing business 
processes with little or no tuning - for year after year.

Whether a musical instrument, a radio, or a car,  
tuning is an essential part of making products perform 
at their best. And your Content Server environment is  
no different.

OpenText Content Server tuned  
for your business
At Fastman, we help businesses tune and extend  
Content Server. With over 15 years of OpenText 
experience, we understand Content Server and will 
guide you to the heights of what is possible with  
your investment.

Knowing what can be achieved is as important as 
knowing what you want to achieve. We continually 
seek new and better ways to optimize our client’s 
Content Server experience and enable them to reach 

their business goals and beyond. Working together,  
we will simplify your complex processes, design 
integrated business applications that support your 
unique use-cases, and ease the life of your end users 
and system administrators.

We help you make lasting improvements and realize 
your most important business objectives, based on the 
most proven and versatile ECM platforms available. 
Your risk is lowered, your ROI improved.

A partnership based on joint values
We see our clients as our partners, and helping you 
achieve success is what drives us. As a company and 
as individuals, we measure our success based on the 
business impact and long-term success our solutions 
provide to you.

Many of our clients have been our business partners for 
10 years or more. They place their trust in us and rely on 
us to ensure that Content Server integrates seamlessly 
into their everyday business routine. By partnering 
together to solve complex Content Server challenges 
they have reduced costs, been able to make informed 
business and technical decisions, and delivered fast and 
demonstrable returns on their ECM investment. 

Fastman can do the same for you. 
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Solving your high-value  
Content Server challenges
At Fastman we understand how to solve high-value 
Content Server business problems and technical 
challenges. When you work with Fastman you’re 
working with a team of business and technology 
experts that each bring their unique OpenText 
experience to the project. This knowledge, combined 
with the intellectual property that we have accumulated 
over 15 years, enables us to provide our clients with 
more robust solutions that are delivered in a faster 
timescale and with lower risk.

Don’t let your Content Server turn into just another 
departmental repository. If you need to increase  
user adoption, simplify administrative tasks or  
develop integrated content-centric applications,  
you need Content Server tuned for your business. 
Talk to us now.

To find out more or talk to us about 
tuning your Content Server environment 
visit www.fastman.com


